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Brief Bio:

Angela has been with Klopf Architecture since 2011. She has a deep-rooted passion for architecture. Originally from 
Macedonia, she grew up interning at her father’s structural engineering and general contracting company, where she fell in 
love with watching creative concepts and designs transform into tangible physical spaces. Motivated by her love of design, 
Angela focused her academic study on architecture by enrolling in the Architecture and Engineering Program at her 
university in Macedonia, and has also studied architecture in Italy and Greece. In 2006, she seized the opportunity to transfer
to the United States and complete her studies in San Francisco. She received her Bachelor's degree from the California 
College of the Arts in 2010. 

Soon after receiving her 5-year professional degree at CCA, Angela joined Klopf as a Project Assistant and worked her way 
up over the years. Now an Associate and only one test away from her architectural license, she has led dozens of modern 
and mid-century modern residential projects of all sizes for our clients.

Angela lives in Burlingame, and misses the days of biking to work when she used to live in San Francisco. She enjoys tennis 
and horseback riding as well as architectural travel. 

Professional History:

Klopf Architecture — San Francisco, CA
Project Assistant, 2011 to 2014
Project Manager, 2014 to present

Education:

University of Architecture and Structural Engineering - St. Cyril and Methodius University of Skopje, Skopje, Macedonia

California College of the Arts, San Francisco CA
B. Arch. awarded May, 2011.
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